
According to some estimations, by the year 2050, there will be

more plastic than fish in our seas. This plastic litter can be taken

up by organisms and may potentially harm them, for instance

due to toxic additives embedded in the polymers. Plastics also

can stay in the environment for thousands of years, due to

antioxidants that manufacturers use in order to prevent the

bottle from degrading from the acidic liquids they might store

inside the bottle. And also, the plastic industry is responsible

for 14% of all toxic emissions.

A cell biologist from Marburg, Germany, discovered the

bacterial enzyme called PETase which allows micro algae to

degrade plastic litter in ocean water. It has already been known

that some bacteria can  degrade the polymer PET

microorganisms such as Ideonella sakaiensis produce  the

enzyme PETase, which splits the long chain molecules of

synthetic polymers into its base parts. Microplastics are

otherwise hard to remove from seas, where a lot of plastic

accumulates.
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However, Ideonella is not adapted for life in saline

environments such as the world’s seas. That is why this

bacterium is not suited for biological remediation of the

polluted oceans.

The PETase-producing diatoms may contribute to a climate-

friendly recycling of PET. He envisions spatially limited plants

like wastewater treatment plants in which the modified diatom

could degrade the ocean’s microplastic. “Tests showed that

our approach could remove PET from saltwater in laboratory

testings”, the biologist says. The biological plastic

degradation process now needs to be optimized in such a way

that it becomes technically feasible and efficient.

ALGEA FOUND THAT CAN
''EAT'' PLASTIC

We could build a dam, great in length, that has a series of 

 filters where the filters get smaller and smaller to catch

every last piece of plastic waste that might be near where the

dam is. In between we put a ton of PETase in order to dissolve

each layer into smaller and smaller pieces and at the end of

the dam we put a giant hole where we will let the PETase

dissolve all of the remaining plastics in order to then put all of

the clean salty water back into the ocean.

The polymer PET is commonly used for plastic bottles.

Estimates put the yearly production of this material in 2020 at

approximately 70 million tons. After single-use, the products

then end up as trash, of which a major part ends up in the

environment, mainly the oceans.


